Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
March 31, 2017
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Article 6 – Airlines Operation

Greetings to you Governor Cuomo;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR of this EARTH and the only CHREATOR
over all CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING INBETWEEN. No person or thing is higher than I AM.
Port Authority
All airlines must have a Port Authority that they operate through. The Port authority do not own the
airlines. All the airlines I design and put in my Earths, I am the private owner. The airlines are
operated through a corporation, or an organization where many people work together to develop and
maintain the fleet of airlines for the public usages. The State must not own any airline. There are many
high rankings and above who had their own airplanes and boats, as I design their lives and gave to
them. There were many private airplane run-ways in many states for the higher and upper rankings.
Those private airports still in esistence, are also to have proper authority. No one is to have any lack
and not live in a normal and comfortable manner. The federal government wants less commute as no
one should travel to see their families, no one should know about each other, or communicate with
each other, of share information on how to protect each other against the devels. The federal
government will create lack so travel is reduced and then stopped. If you are not aware of it, our
societies are moving backwards instead of forward because of the federal/republic government’s plan
of starvation and lack for all.
The Port Authoritys are to build smoke stacks to protect the air from the devels. These are to be very
long iron and steel frame projecting in the air of varying sizes. In some areas, stone or brick towers are
useful for the smoke projection. They are to use many of the wild bushes and thickets to burn the dry
leaves so the smoke will get in the far reaching upper heights of the air and to protect the air from the
devels. They are also to use the chlorofluorocarbons to spew the powder or the CFC essence in the air
to protect the air from the devels and to protect air transportation. They can also use the natural real
essence from flowers and leaves with everything in them, and no reduction or bleaching of any
enzymes or particles from the leaves and flowers.
In some of the past years, the federal governments who call themselves GOD have taken over the
Earths peoples, then dumb them up, and then changed the languages so everyone lives in confusion.
The Tower of Babel in the Geneses 11 of the Bible tells you of these events. The Earths knew how to
make the smoke towers to protect the air from the devels, and these are very effective. To stop our
protection, the devels stormed the Earths with many other devels and other assistants. Everyone in the
Earths spoke a common language, English. The devel GODS overpowered/stunned the peoples and
changed their languages by injection and force, so they could not communicate and work together to
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fight against the devel to protect themselves. The smoke stacks were used all over the Earths and a
common protection. Read the other Articles to understand that there are other life spans in different
Earths and the Earth is a round ball and not to be opened or go out. No God devels are to come in the
Earths.
Airline Esistence/New Airports
No amalgamation of airlines. The airlines are to diversified and return to their original names so there
are many choices and escellent services. Where are all the airlines that esist before the 1920s? Why
were they taken out of service? What are their names? If new airports are needed, then airports are to
be built. Many Central America and South America States/countries as they are called, need new
airports and more choices of airlines. The right lots and plots are to be designated with all that is
required for safe flights and proper airline operation. The right building and the right construction of
the airports are to be organized with no delays from government oversights. The right architects and
engineers must be involved in the planning and the execution of the airport with all the proper building
codes, and I have outlined some of them in the prior 2017 Articles. The frank or mint machines are to
be used in printing dollars to use in the building of the airports for each State/City/Town. No area of
the airports should be designed for narcotic smuggling like processed cocaine, coke, opium, crack, etc.
The devels arrange these discreet smuggling in many different earth elevations, then get these narcotics
and remove from them what the devels can use. Then the devels mix the remains with other chemicals
extremely harmful and sell to my children.
Narcotics
There is no need for anyone to use narcotics. All problems that caused a person to need narcotic are
the federal devels and those working with them. When you read the earlier Articles since January 8,
2017, you will get the knowledge how these devels work. All Ganja, Marijuana, Sense Melia,
Horalia, Cannabis, Poppy, Leaf of life, Susumba, and many other plants are not drugs. They are
necessary herbs needed for every person’s life in all my Earths and Chreations to protect you against
the federal devels and the others. The herbs are not to be smoked through pipes or like a dry cigarette
or a dry tobacco. Many leaves combined are to be burned in pots, smoke stacks, and other methods to
protect the air from the devels who live and walk in the air above or on the ground.
The herbs are to be blended with water to form a juice or boiled with water to form a liquid beverage,
or fried with olive oil, palm oil, corn oil, to make essence oil. Everyone including children and babies
are to drink the juice from these plants. The oil can drink and rub on the skin as well. The juices are to
be poured in the bath tub with warm water to get a warm essence bath with no usage of soap or
shampoo. It is best if the juice does not have sugar in them and the same juice is also used to rub all
over the skin and hair. If you choose to put a bit of sugar to make it more palatable, only use a small
portion of brown sugar. The devel likes sweet, so the juice cannot be sweet. Do not use white sugar or
bleached sugar, as it does not have any protection in it, and the devels are in the bleached sugar or
bleached food.
Mint/Frank Machine for Airlines
Airlines are to operate with their own mint machine or frank machine whichever is easier to use for
their normal expenses. There should not be any money shortages or spending limit on safety,
passenger comfort, proper maintenance of the aircrafts, using the right essence in the building and
maintenance of the aircrafts, purchasing the right aircrafts, and paying their employees. For example,
airlines are to have attached to the bottom or the aircraft the water floats (amphibious aircrafts) just in
case the airline touches down in any types of water. Airlines should not use the mint machine money
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for drug smuggling, money laundering, supporting the federal government, or any government. All
airlines are independent of the governments.
Grade Upgrade & Salary Increase
All Air Traffic Controllers and Pilots grade and salaries are to be upgraded beyond the 100 percent
increase since January 2017, in Article 1. Their grades and salaries are too low. Flight attendant’s
grades and salaries are to be upgraded as well effective January 2017.
Bauxite Aluminum Make
No more Plastic airplanes. All airplanes must be made from Bauxite metal, aluminum metal, iron,
steel. All airplanes must be made with the proper essence protection from their build up and continue
through their usages. The essence is the ganja, marijuana, cannabis, chrisantimums, geraniums, and all
mums, chaney root or fox tail ferns, flowers oil/juice, holy water, poppy, Coca leaf, myrtle flowers and
leaf, bougainvillea flowers and leaf. These are to be used in the manufacturing and the maintenance of
the airplanes. To all airplane manufacturers, do not cover the airplanes with any whitish or greenish
undercoat when making them. White, cream, beige, and green are the devel color and unprotected
colors. You can use the blue powder or the holy water or holy water oil in the color base paint. You
can use the light blue color and other safe colors with the blue powder for undercoat. Do not put any
living or dead animal, insect, bird, beast, or reptile to cover the airplanes. Do not use the alligators or
crocodiles for the stretch airplanes. Do not use the penguins, the seals, or any birds to cover over the
airplanes or place in any part of the airplanes.
Air Turbulences
Air turbulences are caused from the insect devels. The devels live in the air, and they are the masters
of the air. The insect devels can lift up the airplanes while in the air and they can push them down in
the air. They push and pull the plastic airplanes like a piece of rubber being pulled in and out. The
devels cut many roads through the air, and so the air is unsafe. Those leaders from the Long or Living
Chreations also cut roads through the air to go back and forth from their places to the Earths, and this
is stopped immediately. One of the jobs of the Senators is to prevent the air from being taken over by
the devels so air travel is safe. They are many spray planes that are to be used in the different levels of
the air to protect it with the ganja, the chlorofluorocarbon, and the leave essence smoke. The devels
can also destroy the airplanes while on the route causing many air accidents. The devels like the
plastic planes, as they are manufactured with them in the airplanes. You can see the archived events on
the inter connection or the international news for the month of November to December 2016 to know
what I am talking about during my travels.
Natural/Inner self cut-out/Parletas Air Travel
All people who are traveling and using the airlines in this natural Earth must only travel with natural
people on the airplanes. No natural airline must be used for the inner self cut-out and the
Parletas/Perspectile. The Natural normal cut-out or natural inner-self cut-out must have their own
airplanes and not be put inside the same airplane or on the top of our airplanes, as that is hazardous for
the natural and the others as well.
The Parletas/perspectile must have their own airplane different from the natural and different from the
natural normal cut-out. The Perspectile is a devel name coined by the insect devels, as they remove my
name from my chreation and put their devel names in my places. Perspectile has insect, speck, and tile
which dazzles the eyes in the word and other meanings that are of the devels as well. After you
transcend from this Natural Earth, you are to go to the Parletas. However, the devels cut up and
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separate the many elevations in the Earth and then you do not know where you are to go. The devels
rename the Parletas the Perspectile. You always command yourself to go to the best place in the Earth
before you die and after you die. When you look at my travels in November 2016, you will see the
danger to the natural in the airplanes, the danger that the cut-out, and the danger the Parletas face when
they are using the same airplane to carry all three different types of Earth life.
All airplanes must be safe for all passengers. No passenger from the inner self cut-out, Parletas must
be pulled from the airplane into the air, ocean, sea, water, or any swampy areas for the devel to
overpower them. If the people are disappearing from their air flights, then there is no reason for the
airplanes to be in usage. I did not design or put airplanes in my Earths and chreations for them to be
used to harm, kill, or lose lives.
Corrections
This is to correct Article 5 page 21, line 17, 18, 19. The paragraph should have read as follows:
I do charge American Airlines and the federal government for crimes against my children and for
destroying my Earths. American Airlines is a stolen airline like the name America. The federal
government uses the American name and United name to assist them in doing crimes. For example:
The Pan American (Pan AM) airline crash in Scotland in 1988 killed residents and many on the flight.
American Airline has helped the federal government on several wicked expeditions. American
Airlines and United Airlines were in the September 11, 2001 US bombings with the federal devels
destroying my children, my earths, and my properties. My experience with the drug smuggling/money
laundering in November, 2016 during my flight to Washington DC was not with American Airlines.
American Airlines and United Airlines are responsible for illegal airline activities in the Natural
normal cut-out and the Parletas. The federal is the leader of drug smuggling and is the one who creates
and design drug smuggling and illegal activities. The name America is a name the federal stole and
has been using. Anything connected to the name America is illegal and involves the federal
insect/animal/species devels. These are the same plastic/rubber devels that look like real or natural
peoples. The federal is also using the name United to do wickedness. Take a look on my daily life,
(inter connection or international news archive) and when I am putting these articles together, and you
will understand who the federal government is and who I AM. This is to correct Article 5 page 21, line
17, 18, 19.
Airline Stout
A stout is a humangous brown looking bear that sucks up many lives it its bowels, then spins them
over and over, churns them up then spits them out making them look differently, but they are really the
same. A stout can expand way beyond your imagination to an humangamengous size.
Many airlines over the years have become a stout. They have merged with many other airlines because
of federal mandates (mandate is a devel order and devel word) that they may or may not be aware of.
Most business do not know that there is a federal mandate on them. The federal creates public money
shortage and lack, wars, international and domestic conflicts, monetary inflation, and therefore airlines
get in financial problems, which they should not have. When the airlines get in financial trouble, many
have to take the quickest escape out and others take over. Merging many airlines is bad and is not a
practice for any airline in the Earths to do. No airline should merge with more one other airline just in
case a business cease to exist. When airlines merge with more than one other it becomes a
manapoly/monopoly. Manapoly are many insects devels come together to prevent others from
thriving. For them, there should be no difference, everything must become the same and under one
authority. A manapoly takes upon themselves the rights to over charge and to do many wicked thing
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with no penalty as they are viewed as a giant. Is American Airlines becoming a manapoly or a Stout?
No one should get involve with a stout, you will lose and you will regret the dealings. The federal
governments will come up with many sweet dealings to get others interested and then you will see that
you are worse off and tied up with the insect devels who will be like a silver thick and vampire. For
example, since about 1971 American Airlines merged with about six (6) different airlines. Since about
2001 to 2015 American Airlines has acquired Trans World Airlines (TWA) and US Airways. TWA
both founded and merged with about nine (9) other airlines since 1925 to 2001. US airways both
launched and merged with about nine (9) other airlines since 1938 to 2015 including a Trump US
airways shuttle.
United Airways purchased and merged with about 6 different carriers from about 1931 to 2012.
Including in these mergers is Continental airways who had merged and acquired about 6 different
carriers from about 1934 to 2012. United airways is also involved with working with the federal
government in killing and harming my children and my belongings. They disrupt the passengers lives
when they travel with them, they give poor customer service, their air fleet are not properly
maintained, and they give the federal devels preference over my children, their passengers. Can you
see an American Airlines Stout? Can you see a United Airways Stout? Can you see an American
Airlines vampire? American Airlines has inside its bowels/stomach about 20 different airlines. How
does these mergers affect the traveling public? We are pushed into a manapoly, and we have no good
service, they do not care how they handle their customers as they are seen as a giant. We have limited
choices. The quality in the airlines services have been depleted to: we take whatever we get, as there
are no better ones available. They also have the federal insect devels in the front, in the middle, and
behind them to say the least. Is this right? No, it is wrong!! The tactics used (pin ticks) is how the
federal insect devels take over my children’s future and your present lives. When you are not aware,
they take you over completely.
The federal insect Gods have a lot of time on their hands to plan deadly takeovers, and they do not care
about the time it takes to get what they want. When you sit down and says nothing they like that, and
they continue to move forward. You have to stop them by speaking out! The federal government
knows how to carry out their plans, who to attack, and when to attack without you knowing what their
goal is. They plan the stealthy take over, as that is how they take over many chreations and continue to
destroy. American Airlines, all those airlines you have eaten up must go back to their originality.
American Airlines, no more buying of shares or acquisitions or mergers. In my Earths, there are no
competition amongst corporations, businesses, organizations. All entities are to provide products and
services useful and safe for my children to use. They do not need to demonstrate that they are more
profitable than another. Airlines are to provide services so my peoples can move about freely as they
choose. If they choose to purchase their own air planes, they are to have private air strips that is
properly maintained and operated, so they have escellent takeoff and landing instructions and any other
hazard information to be given to them.
With immediate effect, no more Ban/man/male leadership in any airline in the Earths. All leaders are
Angies/women/female. All the Ban/man leaders either move out of the organization or you move
down with no reduction in pay. If you choose to move out, the State is to assist you in getting another
job or to form a company of your own if that is what you choose. Those who move down will not
have the leadership authority as before. They will be given new assignments that is not of leadership.
The ban/man can help choose where he will work, and only if it is a safe area that will not jeopardize
the organization and the service/product if he becomes defunct. All qualified women with at least a
Master’s Degree and customer service training, development and experiences are to hold the top
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positions in all airline organizations in all states/countries in these Earths. All Airline leaders are to go
through the Diversity and Culture, Customer Service, Business Communications, Business ethics, or
Corporate social responsibility build up and training. This can be done through formal college courses
or through Training Institutes. Each training can be no less than two full day course.
Every organization with the name America is illegal. The name America is trash and rubble. The
meaning of US, USA, and United that are connected to America also carry the poison of America.
American Airlines and all your connections, and United Airways get out of my Earths. Shame and
disgrace on you. You are all FIRED. I burn you out, I burn you out, I burn you out, I burn you out. I
burn you out with the turpentine oil, the sulfur oil, the bitter susumba oil, the ucalyptus oil and the
McBack oil. Your jobs are finished, and no return with new names to airline operations. Since January
8, 2016, in Article 1, I have been giving airlines instructions which you have not followed.
All Articles are to be distributed to all States, Cities, Town, Municipalities, International Countries,
banks, corporations, schools, colleges, employees, so everyone will get the Articles. All Articles are to
be given to the United Nations as well.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE
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